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Great things happen when stars align
Like FFA, we believe in growing leaders, building communities, and strengthing agriculture.

Many of our goals and aspirations align closely with those of
National FFA. That’s why we are proud to be FFA’s longestrunning sponsor. Feeding a growing global population will
require leadership, creative thinking, and collaboration —
traits outstanding FFA chapters nurture every day.
John Deere congratulates the stars nominated for this year’s
National Chapter awards.

JohnDeere.com/FFA
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THE HIGHLIGHTS REEL. Their Ag in the Airwaves podcast and
a letter-writing campaign to legislators elevated agricultural
education and chapter image. From wreath and ornament
design for a holiday benefit to a Science Showcase, the chapter’s
diverse activities gave all members a chance to shine.
THE RESULTS. The chapter’s Science Showcase garnered
participation from 100 percent of students with agriscience
research projects, leading up to the Oklahoma FFA Agriscience Fair.
THE STANDOUT SUCCESS. This chapter has learned the
greatest success comes when efforts are entirely student-driven.

ELGIN FFA, OK

MODELING EXCELLENCE

EDMOND FFA, OK
THE BIG PICTURE. The chapter focused on improving chapter
image and improving agricultural literacy in the community.

THE BIG PICTURE. This chapter meets needs by reflecting
on activity successes and needs from the year before.
THE HIGHLIGHTS REEL. The Feed the Future program, which
included food backpacks, was launched in response to a rising
number of food insecure students. In collaboration with Tractor
Supply Company (TSC), members hosted an Ag-Knowledging
Agriculture trivia activity with TSC customers.
THE RESULTS. Volunteering at a local pumpkin patch to learn
about agritourism, members learned that business drew more

FFA.org/participate/awards/national-chapter

than 4,500 people to the area.
THE STANDOUT SUCCESS. With a Living to Serve Grant, the
chapter improved the gardens for their Garden Buddy program.

STILLWATER FFA, OK
THE BIG PICTURE. Stillwater Chapter Officers got creative.
Mimicking “Shark Tank,” each officer selected a Quality
Standard, leaving six for annual events in place. At the Officer
Retreat, they presented their activity to a committee of “sharks,”
including questions that guided their POA outline.
THE HIGHLIGHTS REEL. Their Cans for Community 5K targeted
the 33 percent of their community living below the poverty line. An
Adoption Petting Zoo allowed the more than 1,000 foster children
in the state to meet families in a less stressful environment.
THE RESULTS. The 5K alone provided Thanksgiving Food
Baskets to 315 Stillwater families.
THE STANDOUT SUCCESS. A National FFA Days of Service Grant
helped to fund the Cans for Community 5K activity.
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GET STARTED

by planning a strong program of activities
WHAT IS A PROGRAM OF ACTIVITIES ANYWAY?
A Program of Activities (POA) is like a road map created to help chart chapter events for the year. POAs are structured
around the three pillars: Growing Leaders, Building Communities and Strengthening Agriculture, each of which
divide into five National Quality FFA Chapter Standards (NQCS). A well-planned POA will not only ensure activities
meet the needs of the chapter, it will provide direction for the year, equip students with budget and planning
experience and inform activity insights for the future through evaluation. But that’s not all.

FOR A STRONG AWARD APPLICATION, CREATE A STRONG POA.
Chapters can also complete a National Chapter Award application to compete on state and national levels.
And strong POAs inform and facilitate strong, thorough National Chapter Award applications.
From those applications, finalists are selected and invited to present their ideas at the National FFA Convention
& Expo. Through a presentation and interview process at convention, those finalists compete for national
recognition. Award-winners are chapters that have identified goals and objectives, created workable plans and

FFA.org/participate/awards/national-chapter

learned from the activities and measurable outcomes. Learn more about the process here.

IDENTIFY AND
DEFINE A NEED.

SET S.M.A.R.T.
GOALS.

TRACK
OUTCOMES.

When planning your Program
of Activities (POA), it’s best
to identify and define actual
needs within your chapter,
school, community or world.
This can be done by talking
with the school administration,
city or county officials, or by
learning more about current
events that carry special
meaning for your chapter.
By identifying a true need,
chapters maximize resources
to achieve results with the
greatest impacts.

After defining a need, it
is important to target a
measurable goal relevant to the
activity and need. It should be
achievable in 12 consecutive
months and completed before
your state deadline. Goals
can be measured concretely
by establishing the data your
chapter plans to collect during
the activity and setting goals
for those numbers (e.g., dollars,
pounds of food, quantity
donated).

Ensure your chapter is working
to meet its activity goals by
making a plan to track activity
outcomes. Headcounts or
items/dollars collected that
align with your goal units are
an essential component of this,
but it is also important to track
impact. Paper or online surveys
and follow-up interviews with
administrators, officials or
shareholders are examples of
ways to collect feedback.

WHAT IS A PROGRAM OF ACTIVITIES?
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By developing a POA around the three pillars (Growing Leaders, Building Communities and Strengthening
Agriculture) chapters are able to diversify activities. Further dividing these pillars into quality standards not
only gives chapters from various environments with access to a varying level of resources the opportunity to
be successful, it strategically allows for the following:

n A balance of experiences inside and outside the classroom.
n Opportunities for developing self-confidence, responsibility, citizenship, cooperation and leadership skills.
n Authenticity and engagement.
n Relevant, educational experiences.
n Accessibility for all students.
n Multiple levels of participation and experiences.
n Appropriate recognition for all participants.
n Exposure to opportunities and educational experiences for food, agriculture and natural resources.

PILLAR

BUILDING SUCCESSFUL COMMITTEES.
For the successful planning, preparation
and delivery of chapter activities, the

will vary by chapter. The chapter vice
president coordinates the committee
work and every member should serve on

GROWING
LEADERS

Healthy Lifestyle
Scholarship
Personal Growth

at least one committee. Committees can

Career Success

be organized by pillar or by the quality

Environmental

standards within each pillar, dependent
on chapter size.
REVIEWING THE PREVIOUS POA.
FFA.org/participate/awards/national-chapter

QUALITY STANDARD
Leadership

POA should be organized using student
committees. The number of committees

It’s important for chapters and the

BUILDING
COMMUNITIES

Human Resources
Citizenship
Stakeholder Engagement
Economic Development

committees within to review the previous
year’s POA to note the types of activities

Support Group

conducted and the results that followed.

Chapter Recruitment

This is a great way to gather ideas, tweak
details, prevent repeating activities that
were unsuccessful and generally hone

GET STARTED

BEHIND THE POA DESIGN.

STRENGTHENING
AGRICULTURE

and improve your POA.

Safety
Agricultural Advocacy
Agricultural Literacy

LEVERAGING SUPPORT GROUPS AND STAKEHOLDERS.
Outside groups and stakeholders may add to the success of the chapter’s POA and are important to think about
during planning. These groups could include FFA alumni, agriculture boosters or other organized groups dedicated
to supporting active FFA chapters. Other entities that strengthen agriculture are also great resources, for example:
Corn Growers, Young Farmers, Farm Bureau, Farmers Union, Grange, chambers of commerce, service clubs,
extension, fair boards, local advisor committee, parent-teacher organizations, etc. From ideas and funding to casting
a wider net and offering your activity greater exposure, think about how your chapter can utilize support groups and
stakeholders to make the most of your activities and, as a result, impact your greatest community needs.

PROGRAM OF ACTIVITIES OVERVIEW
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Below, each of the three pillars divides into five National Quality FFA Chapter Standards (NQCS) to further guide
you. If your activity idea meets a need and aligns with the NQCS criteria, it has the makings of a strong event.

GROWING LEADERS
LEADERSHIP. Help individuals develop technical, human relations and decision making skills to grow leaders,
e.g., camps, conferences, leadership training.
HEALTHY LIFESTYLE. Promote the well-being of students mentally or physically, in achieving the positive evolution

GET STARTED

NQCS: A DEEP DIVE

of the whole person, e.g., personal wellness, personal image projection, diversity/inclusion programs.
SCHOLARSHIP. Develop a positive attitude toward lifelong learning experiences, e.g., scholarship awards, tutoring,
reading programs, mentoring.
PERSONAL GROWTH. Improve the identity and self-awareness of members while reflecting their unique talents
and potential by reinforcing their human and employability skills, e.g., time management activities, facing fears.
CAREER SUCCESS. Promote student involvement and growth through agriculture-related experiences,
entrepreneurship and career readiness, e.g., news stories, career day, guest speakers, SAE tours.

BUILDING COMMUNITIES
ENVIRONMENTAL. Preserve natural resources and develop more environmentally responsible individuals,
e.g., urban and rural conservation programs, water and air quality programs, green practices.
HUMAN RESOURCES. Improve the welfare and well-being of members and citizens of the community,
e.g., PALS, special populations involvement, community garden, food/toy drives.
CITIZENSHIP. Encourage members to become active, involved citizens of their school, community and country,
e.g., volunteerism, community service, legislative breakfasts, charity concerts.

FFA.org/participate/awards/national-chapter

STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT. Develop teamwork and cooperation between the local chapter and stakeholders.
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT. Improve the economic welfare of the community, member entrepreneurship,
enhanced tourism, historical preservation, SAE economic impact.

STRENGTHENING AGRICULTURE
SUPPORT GROUP. Develop and maintain positive relations among FFA, parents and community leaders interested
in supporting agricultural education, e.g., alumni activities, boosters/groups to support active chapters.
CHAPTER RECRUITMENT. Increase agricultural education enrollment and/or FFA membership and encourage
greater participation, e.g., career class visits, camping and fishing trips, petting zoos.
SAFETY. Enhance safety in the community, e.g., firearm safety, farm safety, texting and driving campaigns.
AGRICULTURAL ADVOCACY. Articulate and promote agricultural programs, practices, policies and/or education
to elicit action, e.g., agriculture issue presentations, National Agriculture Days, Teach Ag! campaigns.
AGRICULTURAL LITERACY. Educate consumers about the production, distribution, and daily impact of food, fiber
and fuel, e.g., Food for America; educating consumers about hunger, food cost and food safety.

NATIONAL QUALITY FFA CHAPTER STANDARDS
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academic year. Common chapter years are July 1 to June 30 or Sept. 1 to Aug. 31. The chapter year tells committee
chairpersons when their responsibilities begin and end. Chapters should consider state FFA deadlines and
information in the national chapter award program handbook when setting timelines for their activities.
The months covered by the POA should be the same as the chapter’s year of operation.
Chapters should establish a timeline for POA development. A chapter may organize the timeline by date
(see example 1) or perhaps by a calendar schedule (see example 2).

ASSIGNMENT

EXAMPLE 1

Appoint committee chairpersons.

May 1

Assign members to committees.

May 10

Complete POA initial drafts.

June 1

Obtain chapter approval.

June 10

At the last meeting of the school year.

Secure administrative approval.

June 13

Prior to the last day of school.

June 20

Prior to the chapter officer retreat.

July 1

At the officer retreat.

Complete activity
planning worksheets.
Decide what will be included
FFA.org/participate/awards/national-chapter

in the chapter handbook.
Complete final copy of chapter
handbook.
Print chapter plans.
Submit POA and chapter

July 15

Aug. 1

EXAMPLE 2
Two to four weeks after new
chapter officers are elected.
Two to four weeks after new
chapter officers are elected.
Two weeks prior to the last FFA
meeting of the school year.

Two weeks prior to the beginning
of the school year.
One week prior to the beginning
of the school year.

Nov. 30

One week after Thanksgiving break.

Carry out the plans.

All year

All year.

Evaluate.

All year

All year.

budget to state office.

GET STARTED

PACE YOURSELF: BUILDING TIMELINES FOR SUCCESS.
Each chapter must determine when its activity year begins and ends. Some states set the months included in the

ORGANIZING YOUR TIMELINES
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Chapters may have as many committees as they wish and may name them anything they choose. Regardless of
the quantity or naming, it is important chapters address each quality standard in each pillar.
Chapters may organize committees around the three pillars, the quality standards or local needs. The number of
committees a chapter has will depend on the size of the chapter. Small chapters may have few committees, (e.g.,
Growing Leaders, Building Community and Strengthening Agriculture), while larger chapters may have more.
If the chapter has one committee for each quality standard for example, there will be 15 committees.
Chapter officers coordinate the activities of a chapter. Committee chairperson positions allow other students to also
serve in leadership roles. Serving as committee chairperson is an honor and chapters should recognize those roles.
After deciding on chairpersons, members should be assigned to a committee(s), which can be determined a few ways.

GET STARTED

COMMITTEES: BREAK THEM OUT AND BREAK THEM DOWN.

TYPES
STANDING. Standing committees are the primary workhorses. These function all year long and conduct activities
that take place every year.
EXECUTIVE. Executive committees consist of chapter officers. In some chapters, chairpersons of standing
committees also serve on the executive committee. The executive term lasts for one year and changes when new
officers are elected.
SPECIAL. Special committees function for events that do not occur every year or are not part of a standing
committee’s responsibilities. These committees are formed to carry out a special situation. A special committee
only lasts until the specific event assigned is completed.

SIZES
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Each standing committee should have a minimum of three and a maximum of eight members, depending on:
CHAPTER SIZE. The larger the chapter, the more members each committee will have and the more committees will
be had. The number of advisors also plays a role when evaluating overall chapter size and determining committees.

FFA.org/participate/awards/national-chapter

NUMBER OF ACTIVITIES. More activities will require more members to plan, prepare and deliver.
MEMBER INVOLVEMENT. Member involvement and attitude matter. Active, engaged chapters may be able to
have smaller committee sizes if members are enthusiastic and eager to do the work.
COMMUNITY SUPPORT. Community and stakeholder support can significantly impact what a chapter of any size
is able to accomplish and committee size will reflect this.

MEMBERS
INTERESTS AND TALENTS. Some chapters invite members to rank their preferences and create committees
based on member interest and aligning talents.
MEETING TIMES. Chapters may need to align committee members by meeting availability.
COURSEWORK. Chapters can also assign members to committees by agriculture course. This can help members
participate by reducing issues when scheduling meetings.
GRADE LEVEL OR EXPERIENCE. Some chapters also determine committees by grade or experience, either pairing
more experience with less, determining committees by difficulty or available access or just aligning availability.

STRUCTURING COMMITTEES

GET
ORGANIZED
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GET ORGANIZED

with a checklist as your guide
EVALUATE &
FORMULATE
Evaluate and formulate
recommendations for the future.

PLAN & DELIVER
Plan and deliver a strong
Program of Activities

STEPS TO

DEVELOP &
MAINTAIN A
QUALITY FFA
CHAPTER
RECOGNIZE
& HONOR
Recognize and honor local
chapter success

ANALYZE & APPLY
Analyze activites and apply for
the National Chapter Award

FFA.org/participate/awards/national-chapter

PLAN & DELIVER
Planning to apply for a National Chapter Award means delivering a successful Program of Activities (POA).
By creating not only a calendar of events for the year but a plan that guides the trajectory of the chapter, your chapter
can structure the budget and ensure activities remain on task and focused on the Quality Standards under the pillars
that represent National FFA Organization. Access rubrics, planning sheets, a resource guide and more here.

n Our chapter has selected activities that relate directly and clearly to specific Quality Standards.
n Every chapter member is involved in the activity.
n There is an activity, description and goal for each of the 15 Quality Standards.
n Each activity description clearly explains the purpose and need we are trying to address.
n Each activity goal is well-written and meets the five components of a S.M.A.R.T. goal.
n The plan of action—the where, what, who, when and how—for each activity is clearly identified.
n The completion dates of all activities are within range of our state application window.
n Our chapter has a plan for capturing high-quality photography for each activity.
n Our chapter has a plan for funding or grants, where needed.
STEP 2: DEVELOP
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Analyzing activities and applying for National Chapter Awards is an ongoing process. After each activity, committee
members should reflect on goals and outcomes of the event and begin drafting that portion of the application.
Begin your application.

n Our chapter has, by referencing our POA, started filling out an application.
n Each activity outcome is clearly stated with measurements that align with the goal measurements.
n In addition to the outcome, each activity impact has been clearly stated.
n If the activity goal was not met, the results have been analyzed and challenges identified and stated.
n Clear, high-quality photos have been included for the events, with captions and without repetition.
n Spelling and grammar in the application have been checked.

GET ORGANIZED

ANALYZE & APPLY

RECOGNIZE & HONOR
Through the evaluation of the National Chapter Award application, chapters are recognized and commended for
providing quality educational experiences for the entire membership and community at large. Finalists are also
rewarded with the funds to continue to grow future efforts. Rubrics and scorecards are available to chapters for
review prior to submission.
07
(insert your state deadline)
.
n My state application deadline is
n Chapter president, secretary, advisor, or school superintendent or principal and state FFA advisor

FFA.org/participate/awards/national-chapter

or executive secretary have properly signed the application.

n All pages of the application are present (21 pages) and all pages have the same version number.
n Our chapter will submit the National Chapter Award application by the deadline set by our state.

EVALUATE & FORMULATE
Evaluation—of your POA, NQCS and the national chapter application—should be ongoing. Chapters should
reflect on accomplishments and draw conclusions that allow it to make recommendations for the future. Those
recommendations should then be incorporated in the next year’s POA to ensure intentional chapter growth and
continued success in growing leaders, building communities and strengthening agriculture at the local level.

n What were the benefits and barriers to the success of each activity?
n Did the activity positively impact/address the intended need?
n Was each activity organized and structured in a way that allowed its success,
i.e., Were there enough participants? Was the activity presentation simple and effective?

STEP 2: DEVELOP

GET IDEAS

GET
IDEAS
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from the 2019 national finalists
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MODELING
EXCELLENCE
with Covington-UVCC FFA, OH

23

HIGH SCHOOL WINNER
CENTRAL BURLINGTON FFA, IL

BUILDING
COMMUNITIES

with Troy FFA, MO

NORMAL FFA, IL

PREMIER CHAPTER

PONCHATOULA FFA, LA
FELICITY FRANKLIN FFA, OH

NORTH PARK FFA, CO

OTSEGO FFA, OH

COMMERCE MS FFA, GA

RIDGEMONT FFA, OH

NORMAL FFA, IL

EDMOND FFA, OK

ARKANSAS CITY FFA, KS

ELGIN FFA, OK

ELTON FFA, LA

STILLWATER FFA, OK

ASHEBORO ZOO FFA, NC
SOUTH CENTRAL FFA, OH

15

with Commerce Middle School, GA

GENOA-PENTA FFA, OH

MIDDLE SCHOOL WINNER

WEYAUWEGA-FREMONT FFA, WI

MORGAN COUNTY M.S. FFA, GA
FFA.org/participate/awards/national-chapter

NORTHSIDE M.S. FFA, GA
WEST LAURENS M.S. FFA, GA
YOUTH M.S. FFA, GA

19

GROWING
LEADERS
with Waterloo FFA, IL
PREMIER CHAPTER
DEWITT CENTRAL FFA, IA
FLANAGAN-CORNELL FFA, IL
BOYLE COUNTY FFA, KY
ST. AMANT FFA, LA
ROLLA FFA, ND

27

STRENGTHENING
AGRICULTURE
with Edmond FFA, OK
PREMIER CHAPTER
BROOKSVILLE FFA, FL
UNIVERSITY JR. FFA, FL
APALACHEE FFA, GA
CHICAGO AG SCIENCES FFA, IL
UDALL FFA, KS
SPRINGPORT FFA, MI
SWEET SPRINGS FFA, MO
RIDGEMONT FFA, OH
LANIER-AUSTIN FFA, TX

HOUSTON-UVCC FFA, OH
RIDGEMONT FFA, OH

Living to Serve grant recipient

JENKS FFA, OK
WEIMAR FFA, TX
2019 NATIONAL AWARDS FINALISTS
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with Covington-UVCC FFA, Ohio
MEMBERSHIP

75 MEMBERS / 256 STUDENTS

GEOGRAPHY
TOWN

“Not only were students able
to de-stress in the moment,
they discovered a variety of
techniques they could use any
time that fit them best.”

MODELING EXCELLENCE

MODELING
EXCELLENCE
JESSICA HELSINGER,
COVINGTON-UVCC FFA ADVISOR

FFA.org/participate/awards/national-chapter
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Covington-UVCC FFA’s “Kid Watch” during parent teacher conferences

MODEL OF EXCELLENCE HIGH SCHOOL WINNER

PROGRAM OF ACTIVITIES 2019

THE NEED. Combat teen stress levels currently at an all-time high.
THE IDEA. Provide stress-reducing activities for members
through Tai Chi, movie night, and crafting events.
THE RESULT. Through five activities, the chapter saw
attendance at or above 78 percent, surpassing their 75 percent
goal. A member poll following the series reported that 86
percent of members felt reduced stress from the activities.

GET DIRTY WITH FFA
THE NEED. Educate more young students on the environmental

MODELING EXCELLENCE

DE-STRESSALIZER PROGRAM

issues impacting today’s world.
THE IDEA. Share the commonality of the soil filtration standard
between ag ed classes and sixth-grade science by conducting a
lesson taught by agricultural education students. With the help
of the sixth-grade science teachers, the lesson uses soil samples
to teach the importance of permeability and filtration.
THE RESULT. Sixth-grade students learned the common tie and
shared the information with family and friends, creating more
THE BIG PICTURE. Covington-UVCC
FFA uses a summer officer retreat to

environmentally conscious citizens and helping to preserve
resources for the future.

select activities that are then presented
to the chapter’s members. The chapter
FFA.org/participate/awards/national-chapter

encourages members to sign up for
any of 15 committees, then creates a
POA for structure and execution. The
2018-19 chapter focused on student
engagement, identifying three core
needs in the student population:
increased stress, environmental
awareness, and limited production
agriculture knowledge.

HAPPY HARVEST DAY
THE NEED. After discovering that many people in the school did
not know what the program’s soybean field was, the need for
agricultural education was evident.
THE IDEA. Educate students and staff about production
agriculture through an interactive event that would host
kindergarten through fourth-grade elementary students— The
Happy Harvest Day. Event experiences will develop and deepen

THE STANDOUT SUCCESS. Beyond

knowledge and appreciation for the area’s farming community.

the great activities, the chapter

THE RESULT. Happy Harvest Day welcomed 215 student and

highlighted former members in a

45 staff attendees to participate in activities about beekeeping,

post-high school showcase, creating

animal production, soybean production, butter making and

a channel for alumni to stay

agriculture equipment. Takeaway materials allowed attendees

connected and involved as valuable,

to share new knowledge with family and friends at home also.

ongoing resources.

MODEL OF EXCELLENCE HIGH SCHOOL WINNER
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THE BIG PICTURE. This chapter wants to engage the school’s student body as well as its community. They plan a
schedule of activities at their officer retreat, but always leave room for relevant, timely opportunities as well to be able
to respond to current events that occur.
THE HIGHLIGHTS REEL. Among other activities in 2018-19, the chapter held a Pay It Forward conference to give other
clubs and sports the chance to create their own Plan of Action. A Slow Down, Move Over and Visualize presentation
shared real-world situations for students as they encounter farm machinery on the road during harvest season. And a
Bags for Vets cornhole tournament benefited the local American Legion Post.
THE RESULTS. While they review each activity, the hardest to measure is the feeling of pride and understanding that
follows each event.
THE STANDOUT SUCCESS. Central Burlington FFA works to host no-cost or donations-based events to ensure they’re
always reaching out within their own community.

MODELING EXCELLENCE

CENTRAL BURLINGTON FFA, IL
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NORMAL FFA, IL
THE BIG PICTURE. Beyond activities planned at the chapter’s
leadership retreat, others include those that are school-based or

FFA.org/participate/awards/national-chapter

service-learning supervised agricultural experiences that can be
carried out individually or in small groups.
THE HIGHLIGHTS REEL. The chapter’s favorite activity was the
#FFA10GallonChallenge, an idea that began as a fun social
media challenge for FFA chapters in the area. In addition to the
challenge, the chapter hosted Lunch n’ Learn’s to foster student
leadership growth, a Cemetery Clean Up Day to remove invasive
plants damaging headstones, as well as a Towels for Howls pet
supply drive and several other activities through the year.
THE RESULTS. The #FFA10GallonChallenge stole the show
for Normal FFA this year, with over 100,000 views and several
hundred shares. And the engagement kept growing over
the following month, now over one million views at last check.
THE STANDOUT SUCCESS. Normal FFA knows that its large
community and school creates a unique chance to educate
through advocacy and they don’t want to miss a beat. The
#FFA10GallonChallenge is a perfect example—not everything
will go viral, but when it does, it’s a great way to increase
everyone’s knowledge of agriculture.

PROGRAM OF ACTIVITIES 2019

THE BIG PICTURE. Like every chapter should, Ponchatoula
wants to work with their community, but this chapter wants
to focus on the inclusivity of its membership community too.
THE HIGHLIGHTS REEL. To address inclusivity, Ponchatoula
seniors teamed with special needs students through a Corduroy
Mentors Program where students could earn their Greenhand
Degree by completing projects together while forming lifelong
connections. The chapter focused its community efforts on ag
education through Connecting AGGIE, a program designed to
educate children about agriculture, and hosting Ag on Tour,
a mini-farm tour, in conjunction with the Chamber of Commerce.
THE RESULTS. The chapter raised money through various
projects, including selling 900 strawberry baskets at the town’s
strawberry festival and raising $6,200 through Ag on Tour.
Members were also part of an effort to plant and protect

MODELING EXCELLENCE

PONCHATOULA FFA, LA

native cypress trees, planting an average of 70 per group.
THE STANDOUT SUCCESS. Ponchatoula’s New Avenues of
Agriculture event, which focused on pushing students outside
conventional agriculture methods using a vertical growing
tower, received a Grants for Growing award.

FELICITY FRANKLIN FFA, OH
THE BIG PICTURE. In this chapter’s small town, the community experiences high poverty rates and has a variety
of needs for situations such as opioid abuse and lack of proper clothing. Felicity Franklin FFA wants to help.

FFA.org/participate/awards/national-chapter

THE HIGHLIGHTS REEL. This chapter initiated Cardinals Care, a school-wide day of giving that allowed students
to work with various charities in the community. It also hosted a Down on the Farm Day, which included teaching
elementary students about the life cycle of chickens. Members also served a free community Farm 2 Table Breakfast,
featuring locally raised food, and hosted a Bring a Coat, Warm a Heart coat drive for citizens in need, among other
events throughout the year.
THE RESULTS. Cardinals Care allowed members to connect with 17 of the community’s service opportunities, from
Bingo with veterans to making sleeping mats for the homeless.
THE STANDOUT SUCCESS. New Avenues of Agriculture, an event focused on pushing students outside
conventional methods of agriculture using a vertical growing tower, won the chapter a Grants for Growing award.
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THE BIG PICTURE. Otsego FFA uses chapter meetings to
discuss activities that would be beneficial to the community,
provide enjoyment, and better members, the school and the
community.
THE HIGHLIGHTS REEL. Included in the chapter’s favorite
activities were Otse-Grow and Barn Raising. The purpose of
Otse-Grow was to produce fruits and vegetables that could be
given to people in the community facing food insecurity daily.
Through an old-fashioned Barn Raising, members were able to
raise a new barn for the program as well. The chapter also staged
a mock ATV accident, including an air ambulance and local first
responders to teach fifth grade students about ATV safety and
the potential impacts of carelessness.
THE RESULTS. The chapter’s largest measurable success
provided 1,042 elementary students with a Mini Garden in

MODELING EXCELLENCE

OTSEGO FFA, OH

a bag during the elementary health fair while also teaching
them about the importance of healthy eating.
THE STANDOUT SUCCESS. By setting S.M.A.R.T. goals,
committees are able to meet needs and ensure events go off
without a hitch. Event evaluations ranged from discussions
and observations to data collection.
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RIDGEMONT FFA, OH
THE BIG PICTURE. Through careful organization, Ridgemont
FFA created nine activities to address hunger, agricultural
FFA.org/participate/awards/national-chapter

technology and agricultural advocacy in the 2018-19 school year.
THE HIGHLIGHTS REEL. Members raised funds for the school’s
Backpack Buddies food program by hosting a community
soup dinner. They created garden bags for the community and
hosted an Agri “Cultural” Fair to teach young consumers the
importance of the global agriculture community. They were also
able to learn about the rapid advancements in ag technology
by participating in design sessions, STEM activities, and a
Makerspace lock-in.
THE RESULTS. By partnering with NRCS to learn about forestry,
planting and tree care and thanks to a generous $7,500
community partner donation, the chapter was able to purchase
350 saplings and 80 potted trees for planting.
THE STANDOUT SUCCESS. The FFA Committee Planning
Model was eye-opening for members as they worked through
storyboarding and targeted questions. This encouraged
the chapter to think creatively, analyze efficiently, prioritize
choices, and work together to solve real-world issues with
specific action plans.

PROGRAM OF ACTIVITIES 2019

THE BIG PICTURE. The chapter focused on improving chapter
image and improving agricultural literacy in the community.
THE HIGHLIGHTS REEL. Their Ag in the Airwaves podcast and
a letter-writing campaign to legislators elevated agricultural
education and chapter image. From wreath and ornament
design for a holiday benefit to a Science Showcase, the chapter’s
diverse activities gave all members a chance to shine.
THE RESULTS. The chapter’s Science Showcase garnered
participation from 100 percent of students with agriscience
research projects, leading up to the Oklahoma FFA Agriscience Fair.
THE STANDOUT SUCCESS. This chapter has learned the
greatest success comes when efforts are entirely student-driven.

ELGIN FFA, OK

MODELING EXCELLENCE

EDMOND FFA, OK

THE BIG PICTURE. This chapter meets needs by reflecting
on activity successes and needs from the year before.
THE HIGHLIGHTS REEL. The Feed the Future program, which
included food backpacks, was launched in response to a rising
number of food insecure students. In collaboration with Tractor
Supply Company (TSC), members hosted an Ag-Knowledging
Agriculture trivia activity with TSC customers.
THE RESULTS. Volunteering at a local pumpkin patch to learn
about agritourism, members learned that business drew more

FFA.org/participate/awards/national-chapter

than 4,500 people to the area.
THE STANDOUT SUCCESS. With a Living to Serve Grant, the
chapter improved the gardens for their Garden Buddy program.

STILLWATER FFA, OK
THE BIG PICTURE. Stillwater Chapter Officers got creative.
Mimicking “Shark Tank,” each officer selected a Quality
Standard, leaving six for annual events in place. At the Officer
Retreat, they presented their activity to a committee of “sharks,”
including questions that guided their POA outline.
THE HIGHLIGHTS REEL. Their Cans for Community 5K targeted
the 33 percent of their community living below the poverty line. An
Adoption Petting Zoo allowed the more than 1,000 foster children
in the state to meet families in a less stressful environment.
THE RESULTS. The 5K alone provided Thanksgiving Food
Baskets to 315 Stillwater families.
THE STANDOUT SUCCESS. A National FFA Days of Service Grant
helped to fund the Cans for Community 5K activity.
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MIDDLE SCHOOL

MODELING
EXCELLENCE

with Commerce M.S. FFA, Georgia
MEMBERSHIP

187 MEMBERS / 510 STUDENTS

GEOGRAPHY
RURAL

“In our first year, members
learned the quality standards
and chose student-led activities
based on those standards.
I’m excited to see what they
accomplish in the future.”
APRIL DAVIS,
COMMERCE MIDDLE SCHOOL FFA ADVISOR

FFA.org/participate/awards/national-chapter
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Commerce Middle School FFA’s blessing box drive

MODEL OF EXCELLENCE MIDDLE SCHOOL WINNER

PROGRAM OF ACTIVITIES 2019

THE NEED. Offer leadership development to chapter members.
THE IDEA. Conduct a leadership workshop for members to
develop their leadership potential, work together, learn human
relations skills and grow as leaders.
THE RESULT. These agricultural education students met their
goal of 100 percent participation in the activities and 21 of 24
participants subsequently joined FFA.

MIDDLE SCHOOL

LEADERSHIP WORKSHOP

BLESSING BOXES
THE NEED. Some local community members currently
experiencing challenges are in need of toiletries, snack foods,
children’s items and other items of comfort.
THE IDEA. Work with all four middle school FFA chapters in
Jackson County to collect items for “Blessing Boxes” through
drives at school and requests shared via social media.
THE RESULT. Surpassing the goal of 720 items for 90 boxes, the
four middle school chapters collected 1,927 items, allowing them
to donate 145 boxes.
THE BIG PICTURE. In its inaugural year,
Commerce Middle School FFA focuses
on member recruitment and member-

CMS AG DAY

FFA.org/participate/awards/national-chapter

focused activities. Discussing the
Program of Activities and the National

THE NEED. Educate CMS students and teachers about the

Quality Standards allowed committees

industry of agriculture.

to set goals and fine-tune details
throughout the year. Additionally, this
chapter collaborated and engaged
various existing community groups to
execute events.

THE IDEA. Design a CMS Ag Day to promote agriculture and
educate peers and community members about the industry,
including animal exhibits and information about agriculture
colleges and commodity groups.
THE RESULT. Thanks to the school administration allowing
for a special schedule for the day, more than 427 students

THE STANDOUT SUCCESS.
Assessment has been the key to this

participated, exceeding the chapter goal of 400 students.

chapter’s success. Following each
event, they evaluate both the results
and set goals to determine event
success. Google-based questionnaires
offered quantifiable data for several
events to also gauge outcomes.

MODEL OF EXCELLENCE MIDDLE SCHOOL WINNER
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THE BIG PICTURE. In Morgan County Middle School’s home
town, agriculture is a vast industry. This chapter needs to
develop young agricultural leaders, educators and advocates
in the community.
THE HIGHLIGHTS REEL. By providing a greenhouse safety
course, hosting a three-day leadership training retreat, and
developing a high school ag tour, the chapter provided internal
opportunities to increase agriculture knowledge. They also
worked with the Farm to School Extended Learning Time
Class to build and paint birdhouses to be auctioned by Morgan

MIDDLE SCHOOL

MORGAN COUNTY M.S. FFA, GA

County Habitat for Humanity.
THE RESULTS. Beyond building and painting 30 birdhouses,
raising $1000 for Habitat for Humanity housing projects,
students have developed leadership and employability skills
that will benefit them when they move on to high school
agriculture classes and jobs in the community.
THE STANDOUT SUCCESS. “Thanks to FFA, I’m not as shy as I
was when I started middle school, and I’ve learned to try new
things that my chapter offers.” — Leigha Helton, Morgan County
M.S. FFA Officer
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NORTHSIDE M.S. FFA, GA
THE BIG PICTURE. To ensure a healthy balance of activities for
the year and foster team development and growth, officers
FFA.org/participate/awards/national-chapter

collaborate during Chapter Officer Leadership Training in the
summer, working through each national standard.
THE HIGHLIGHTS REEL. An animal handling demonstration
at the Georgia National Fair taught elementary students about
approaching livestock. The Beach Relief Drive provided supplies
to people and linemen after Hurricane Michael devastated
Northern Florida and South Georgia. And at the Region Rally,
Northside M.S. learned cooperative strategies, team building,
and leadership skills for further growth.
THE RESULTS. Teachers shared the positive benefit the chapter
provided to the student body and community. Specifically, the
Life Lab provided outdoor serenity for classes at school and
more than 1,500 people and countless linemen received much
needed aid and snack bags following Hurricane Michael.
THE STANDOUT SUCCESS. “We have an amazing group of FFA
leaders who have become so knowledgeable and aim to achieve
at everything they do. We experienced an incredible year, and
this group of FFA members truly fulfills the ‘student-led’ aspect
that FFA encourages,” said chapter advisor Christina Sanders.

PROGRAM OF ACTIVITIES 2019

THE BIG PICTURE. Because this chapter is still developing and growing, they look for fun opportunities to address
areas like leadership development and community service that also highlight the new agricultural education program.
THE HIGHLIGHTS REEL. This chapter’s plan of activities featured several leadership development-based events
from camps to career opportunities, but the favorite was the school garden. Chapter officers also enjoyed recruiting
FFA members during the school’s Open House and Sixth Grade Orientation nights by sharing the value of FFA with
potential members and parents and offering membership packages with t-shirts, decals, and admission to FFA events.
THE RESULTS. More than 50 pounds of vegetables were donated for use in the lunchroom from the chapter’s school
garden. Supervised Agricultural Experience projects allowed more than 500 students to participate in some form of
ag ed. And local nursing homes received more than 100 handwritten cards and goody bags through the holidays.

MIDDLE SCHOOL

WEST LAURENS M.S. FFA, GA

THE STANDOUT SUCCESS. The biggest success for West Laurens M.S. FFA was their Ag Day, which hosted more
than 800 local third-grade students and featured 18 educational stations.

YOUTH M.S. FFA, GA
THE BIG PICTURE. During Georgia’s Chapter Officer Leadership
Training event, officers reflected on activities from the previous
year and improved some activities or selected new activities to
FFA.org/participate/awards/national-chapter

further engage membership and its community.
THE HIGHLIGHTS REEL. An annual favorite for this chapter is the
FFA Veteran’s Day Breakfast, which acknowledges veterans and
their service. Partnering with the Chesapeake Bay Foundation,
they also conducted an environmental study of local waterways
and watersheds to test the water quality in the area.
THE RESULTS. To kick off the year, Youth M.S. FFA hosted a
cookout and game of Water Wars, resulting in 15 students
joining the chapter. The chapter also launched a paper and
ink cartridge recycling program at the school in response
to a Keep Walton Beautiful presentation. Most importantly,
opportunities were extended to all members, making the
chapter a place where everyone is welcomed and supported.
THE STANDOUT SUCCESS. By far, the biggest success was the
Healthy Harvest, which included Grow Tower ingredients for
pizza and salad. “The Healthy Harvest activity was created to
teach special needs students at school to grow their own food
and make healthy food choices, allowing them to eat what they
grew,” said Chapter President Abby Kennedy.
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comprised of three foundational pillars

“Teaching teachers to weld has been the highlight of my high
school experience so far. It was fun providing them with the same
experiences I receive in the Agriculture Mechanics shop. I enjoyed
teaching more than I thought I would and look forward to
participating in the program again.”

PREMIER CHAPTERS

PREMIER
CHAPTERS

JOSEPH MARTIN,
LANIER FFA MEMBER

FFA.org/participate/awards/national-chapter
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Lanier FFA’s Flip the Script program

PREMIER CHAPTERS

GROWING
LEADERS

PROGRAM OF ACTIVITIES 2019

MEMBERSHIP

155 MEMBERS / 877 STUDENTS

GEOGRAPHY
RURAL

“I enjoyed working on the Fun
Fitness in Ag project. It was
challenging to think how a first
grader would react to exercise
and to determine how to make
the video for that age group.”

GROWING LEADERS

with Waterloo FFA, Illinois

CHARLIE DAKE,
FUN FITNESS AG COMMITTEE CHAIR

LIVING TO SERVE
THE NEED. Each year, the Waterloo FFA leadership team
works to find creative ways to use the quality indicators to
guide a school or community need. This year, the chapter
saw need to build awareness about agriculture and FFA
with elementary students and wanted to do it in a way
that was also physically engaging and fun.

FFA.org/participate/awards/national-chapter

THE IDEA. Engage at least 100 kindergarten through
third-grade students with an exercise video.
THE RESULT. The committee created Fun Fitness in Ag,
an exercise video with step-by-step directions and students
who demonstrate each exercise. Instructions, explanations,
exercises, and videos were created by the committee and
elementary physical education teachers used it in PE classes
several times, including all 200 kindergarten and first-grade
students.

WINNING MOVES

Waterloo FFA attributes the success of their project to
the ability to evolve the program, add extra videos, and
branch out to higher grades. They also continue sharing
the combination of agriculture and healthy living.

GROWING LEADERS WINNER
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THE NEED. Several years ago, DeWitt Central High School
discontinued its mechanics program, leaving students
without an opportunity to develop mechanical skills.
THE IDEA. Develop workshops through a chapter committee for
students looking for a mechanical skills opportunity, including
agriculture mechanics skills and small engine repair, restoration
and troubleshooting.
THE RESULT. Weekly workshops helped students learn added
skills. They competed in the Iowa State Fair lawn mower
restoration competition and raised funds for the chapter

GROWING LEADERS

MONDAY MOTOR MADNESS

DeWitt Central FFA, IA

through restoration projects in the process.

RAKE AND DASH

Flanagan-Cornell FFA, IL
THE NEED. Elderly members in the community could use
help with yard work. Additionally, chapter members needed
encouragement to be more active outside.
THE IDEA. Get members moving through a three-hour
competition to rake as many yards as possible.
THE RESULT. The Rake and Dash got 26 chapter members
moving for 3,000 minutes, resulting in 25 raked yards

FFA.org/participate/awards/national-chapter

for community members in need.

IDEAS WORTH SPREADING: TED TALKS

Boyle County FFA, KY

THE NEED. The Boyle County chapter needed to improve the
chapter’s outreach and create meaningful activities for the
student body during “club time.”
THE IDEA. Create TED Talks the entire school could attend,
featuring two students, a teacher, and a local celebrity.
Award door prizes for added incentive.
THE RESULT. Four talks were attended by the entire student
body. Post-activity surveys averaged 4.2 on a 5-point scale over
all four talks in the series.
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THE NEED. Noticing an uptick in office referrals related to
vaping, this chapter knew they had to share the dangers of
vaping an e-cigarette with their peers.
THE IDEA. Partner with staff on a school-wide campaign and
pledge drive. Teachers conduct an advisory lesson on vaping,
then students sign pledge cards committing to stay vape-free.
Bulletin boards and signs were also created to keep the campus
tobacco free, specifically including smokeless tobacco.
THE RESULT. Following the campaign, the school has seen
a 20 percent decrease in behavioral interventions related to

GROWING LEADERS

HANG TOUGH, DON'T PUFF

St. Amant FFA, LA

campus vaping.

JUDGE IN YOUR PJs

LEADERSHIP TRAIL

Rolla FFA, ND

Houston-UVCC FFA, OH

THE NEED. North Dakota winters often make Livestock

THE NEED. With a large first-year member class, this

Evaluation from January through March challenging

chapter needed to increase leadership development.

with travel.

THE IDEA. The “Leadership Trail” features five

THE IDEA. Create a virtual livestock evaluation CDE.

workshops for Greenhands to develop their leadership

With Judge In Your PJs, there’s no need to worry about

skills. Taught and led by the upperclassman, hands-on

schedules or weather and the competitions offer

activities along the school’s wooded trails stimulated

another tool members can use to practice their skills.

team building and other vital leadership skills.

THE RESULT. Judge in your PJs virtually hosted 28

THE RESULT. Overall, 46 first-year members

teams and 125 members participated from North

participated and received their Greenhand Degree

Dakota and Minnesota.

and 82 percent of those first-year members came

FFA.org/participate/awards/national-chapter

back the next year.

Houston-UVCC FFA’s Leadership Trail
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Ridgemont FFA, OH

THE NEED. Members observed peers with low self-worth and
self-image and were concerned.
THE IDEA. Reach out to students to teach them about mental
health through personality profiles and increased self-awareness,
understanding that everyone has unique talents to contribute
to the world. Create 12 interactive character trait activities and
celebrate members on social media through student spotlights.
THE RESULT. A follow-up survey saw a 25 percent growth in
participant self-awareness and a 21 percent growth in student

GROWING LEADERS

PUTTING THE "ME"
IN MENTAL HEALTH

goals and skills.

A TOSS IN THE RIGHT DIRECTION

Jenks FFA, OK

THE NEED. Jenks High School has a growing number of
students receiving services through the Special Education
Department, including those designed to improve motor
skills and physical abilities.
THE IDEA. Create another opportunity for these students to
train for various competitions through the Special Olympics
program by designing, constructing and installing horseshoe
pits on campus.
THE RESULT. Four practice sessions were organized and held
FFA.org/participate/awards/national-chapter

by the chapter from December through March with over 20 FFA
members and approximately 25 athletes each.

WOMEN IN THE WIND

Weimar FFA, TX

THE NEED. Following graduation, many students enlist
in the military. Those students need to be recognized.
THE IDEA. Host a celebration for families, faculty, and the
student body to celebrate and recognize students who sign
up. Weimar FFA officers make a presentation and also
recognize the parents of these students, then conclude by
sharing congratulations from every teacher and classmate.
THE RESULT. Over 300 people attended the celebration,
honoring and thanking these students for their commitment.
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BUILDING
COMMUNITIES
PROGRAM OF ACTIVITIES 2019

MEMBERSHIP

373 MEMBERS / 1,900 STUDENTS

GEOGRAPHY
RURAL

“My great-uncle received a
double lung transplant eight
years ago; without [it], he
would not be with us today. We
are grateful that someone’s last
act was providing a gift of life.”

BUILDING COMMUNITIES

with Troy FFA, Missouri

KONNOR CALVIN,
STUDENT

#SIGNONESAVEMANY
THE NEED. With nearly 114,000 people added to the organ
donor transplant list each year, the human resources
committee (HRC) recognized a need to educate the
public about the importance of organ donation and
share how students could become organ donors—an act
that can ultimately impact the community, state, and
country by saving lives.

FFA.org/participate/awards/national-chapter

THE IDEA. Host a #SIGNONESAVEMANY organ donor
registration campaign that encourages community
members and people across 15 states to register to become
an organ donor by signing their driver’s license, with a goal
of reaching and educating more than 4,500 people.
THE RESULT. The chapter’s hard work encouraged 1,052
people to become organ donors. Because every organ donor
can potentially save eight lives and impact up to 50 more,
these 1,052 have committed to saving a combined 8,000
lives and impacting many more.

WINNING MOVES

Troy FFA’s chapter social media accounts hosted posts
and comments from community members who realized
the impact organ donation had on them and/or their
community, sharing their personal stories and experiences.
Those accounts helped to reinforce the efforts of the
campaign and are driving the chapter to continue to
advocate for organ donation in the future.
BUILDING COMMUNITIES WINNER
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THE NEED. In the community of Walden, more than 40 percent
of the population is over age 65 and many of those seniors still
rely on wood-burning heat, leaving them at risk in the winter.
THE IDEA. Source, prep, load and deliver wood to heat the
homes of those in need for the winter, with a goal of providing
32 households with at least one load of firewood.
THE RESULT. Through a collaboration with the National
Honor Society and a generous donation from a local logger,
13 students and five adult volunteers provided 46 pickup loads
of firewood to households in need in Jackson County.

PILLOWCASE PROJECT

BUILDING COMMUNITIES

FIREWOOD FOR SENIOR CITIZENS

North Park FFA, CO

Commerce M.S. FFA, GA

THE NEED. For Commerce M.S. FFA, the need was two-fold.
Fellow students could use some sewing education as a basic
skill and the local women and children’s shelter needed fresh
linens.
THE IDEA. Teach FFA members how to sew by hosting a
workshop that will result in the creation of pillowcases and
tie blankets for the local shelter.
THE RESULT. Twelve pillowcases and tie blankets were donated
FFA.org/participate/awards/national-chapter

to their local shelter, all sewn and assembled by members.

TOWELS FOR HOWLS

Normal FFA, IL

THE NEED. Members who volunteer at local animal shelters as
part of their supervised agricultural experiences identified the
need for towels, blankets and other supplies at these shelters.
THE IDEA. Host a pet supply drive to benefit the local animal
shelters, providing much-needed supplies to two shelters in the
community.
THE RESULT. A supply drive garnered 163 items—from towels to
toys, blankets to leashes, as well as treats and food—for the two
shelters. Member volunteers at the shelters were even able to
see them in use.
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FRISBEES FOR AGRICULTURE

FFAMILY HERITAGE NIGHT

Arkansas City FFA, KS

Asheboro Zoo FFA, NC

THE NEED. Arkansas City FFA recognized a lack of

THE NEED. Asheboro has a very culturally diverse

outdoor recreation available in their community.

chapter and members need an outlet to share and

THE IDEA. Create a new recreation option through

to learn about the diversity within the community.

a disc golf course. Construct the baskets in ag

THE IDEA. Put on a FFAmily Heritage Night to share

mechanics in the first phase, then construct the

the traditions and foods from cultures represented

course in phase two.

within the chapter—Quinceaneras to Pakistani wedding

THE RESULT. Despite two area floods that sidelined
course construction, members made 18 disc golf
baskets ready for installation when weather permits.

traditions, pupusas and Hershey Bar ice cream cakes,
members learn about the unique backgrounds and
makeup of their membership.
THE RESULT. Members played games from various

FFA.org/participate/awards/national-chapter

BUILDING COMMUNITIES

Arkansas City FFA’s Frisbees for Agriculture assembly

cultures, ate 10 unique dishes and shared presentations.

VETERANS' HOME FISHING RODEO

Elton FFA, LA

THE NEED. Elton FFA recognized a need that had two facets.
Veterans in the community needed an opportunity to socialize
and share their stories with today’s youth and students needed
to develop their communication and interpersonal skills, while
learning about the hardships others have gone through.
THE IDEA. Volunteer to help the Southwestern Louisiana
Veterans Home host and run their annual fishing rodeo—
helping veterans with needs through the entire day.
THE RESULT. In total, 44 members baited hooks, weighed fish,
and heard firsthand accounts of patriotism and sacrifice from 55
incredible veterans and skilled fishermen.
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THE NEED. The chapter was approached by the school’s
resource officer to team up with other chapters to provide
beds for children without a place to sleep who were sleeping
on floors.
THE IDEA. Provide supplies to build beds as well as mattresses,
pillows and bedding for children in need through a variety of
fundraising and donation opportunities.
THE RESULT. Working together, the chapters provided
25 beds, and countless quality nights of sleep for children
in their community.

SMASHING LEUKEMIA

BUILDING COMMUNITIES

BED BATTALION

South Central FFA, OH

Genoa-Penta FFA, OH

THE NEED. A classmate was diagnosed with a type of leukemia
and the Genoa-Penta FFA chapter wanted to help by hosting a
fundraiser.
THE IDEA. Raise $500 by hosting a pumpkin smashing event
where students donate money to smash as many pumpkins
as they want, collaboratively organized with the help of the
mechanical principles and physics classes.
THE RESULT. The event exceeded expectations, raising $1,000

FFA.org/participate/awards/national-chapter

for the chapter’s schoolmate.
Genoa-Penta FFA’s Smashing Leukemia event

HIDES FOR HEROES

Wayauwega-Fremont FFA, WI
THE NEED. This chapter recognized the need to aid in
fundraising for the local Wounded Warrior program.
THE IDEA. Collect hides from community members to raise
funds for the veterans program while interacting with local
veterans in the process.
THE RESULT. Community-wide, including members, more than
120 hides were donated, collected, preserved and sold, raising
more than $12,000 for the Wounded Warriors in Action program.
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STRENGTHENING
AGRICULTURE
PROGRAM OF ACTIVITIES 2019

MEMBERSHIP

233 MEMBERS / 2,274 STUDENTS

GEOGRAPHY
SUBURBAN

“This was an essential way to
connect with our suburban
community of over 90,000
people. This podcast taught our
chapter how to do just that, and
we are excited to continue it.”
LEXIE EVERS,
COMMITTEE MEMBER

AG IN THE AIRWAVES
THE NEED. As part of a large, suburban population,
Edmond FFA found they needed to address the lack
of agricultural literacy in their community.
THE IDEA. Teach the agriculture communications class
valuable media skills like writing and interviewing through
a series of podcasts that would help to inform the general

FFA.org/participate/awards/national-chapter

public about various topics in agriculture.
THE RESULT. Ag in the Airwaves, which began as a class
project to teach students agricultural communication skills,
resulted in a committee of 19 students who produced four
podcast series: Thinking Outside the Barn, Abnormal Ag,
Career Connections, and Reaping What We Sow.
The completed podcasts were published to the chapter
website and social media pages, with more than 400
reactions on social media in just three months and 100
percent participation from the ag communications class.

WINNING MOVES

Once Edmond FFA found something that not only checked
all the boxes, but involved students and educated the
public, they knew it was a great project to continue. The
chapter recognizes the value of continuing to tell stories of
agriculture in their world and globally, knowing it’s possible
to make an impact regardless of an individual school setting.

STRENGTHENING AGRICULTURE WINNER

STRENGTHENING AGRICULTURE

with Edmond FFA, Oklahoma
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BLOW US AWAY

University Jr. FFA, FL

THE NEED. Even in hot, sunny Florida, many residents

THE NEED. While kids know they have to wash their

don’t have air conditioning, which can be dangerous,

hands, they don’t always know why. University Jr. FFA

especially for the elderly population during high heat.

wanted to elaborate, teaching younger generations

THE IDEA. Organize a “Fan Club” fundraiser to raise
money to purchase fans for people in need in the
community.
THE RESULT. The chapter raised enough funds to
purchase 100 box fans and collaborated with a local
church to pinpoint distribution to those with the
greatest need.
FFA.org/participate/awards/national-chapter

SUDS AND STORIES

Brooksville FFA, FL

about biosecurity and why you have to wash your hands
properly after handling animals.
THE IDEA. Host an event directed specifically at
preschool children through the local public library.
Use tools like the Glo Germ to show them what they
may have missed after washing their hands.
THE RESULT. The chapter taught 15 young children,
with their parents, proper handwashing techniques.

PEANUT APPRECIATION NIGHT

Apalachee FFA, GA

THE NEED. With a shift in the community from rural to
suburban, Apalachee FFA wanted to expose and educate
community members on the importance and scope of
agriculture.
THE IDEA. Pick a popular item, steeped in tradition—peanuts—
and share the crop’s history and importance to the state
at a high school baseball game, from the Georgia Peanut
Commission to the impact peanuts have on the state’s economy.
THE RESULT. More than 50 event attendees came by the peanut
booth and were educated on the peanut industry.

STRENGTHENING AGRICULTURE

University Jr. FFA’s Suds and Stories public library event
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Chicago Ag Sciences FFA, IL

THE NEED. Many consumers in an urban area are not aware
of how agriculture is connected to their daily lives—from the
origins to the costs associated with food, clothing and shelter.
THE IDEA. Broadcast a piece centered around the 12 Days of
Christmas to share the real costs of each of the items in the song
by using the Consumer Price Index, educating viewers the price
of everything from the labor to the technology involved.
THE RESULT. The chapter partnered with PNC Bank and WGN
News to reach an estimated 1.7 million viewers the morning of
the broadcast with a social media reach of 645,362 on Facebook
and 144,908 on Twitter across all party social media feeds.

MOOOOVIE ON THE FARM

Springport FFA, MI

THE NEED. Inspire middle and high school students to

THE NEED. Lawn mower accidents are a frequent

sign up for agricultural education classes and improve

occurrence and are largely avoidable with proper safety

chapter recruitment.

measures.

THE IDEA. Host a viewing party to watch the movie,

THE IDEA. Educate students about the importance

“Ferdinand,” and increase ag literacy at the same time.

of taking precautions around and while operating

Include the opportunity to work with livestock, tour

lawn mowers through presentations about necessary

Hoffman Farms, and ask questions about ag and FFA.

safety procedures with ag equipment (specifically lawn

THE RESULT. The small chapter had 23 students attend

FFA.org/participate/awards/national-chapter

LAWN MOWER SAFETY

Udall FFA, KS

mowers).

the event, resulting in increased chapter numbers for

THE RESULT. The hands-on experience allowed more

the 2018-19 school year.

than 450 younger students to learn valuable safety
information, with the help of 23 FFA members.

STRENGTHENING AGRICULTURE

12 DAYS OF CHRISTMAS
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THE NEED. Help raise funds for Breast Cancer Awareness and
Research while cross-promoting agricultural products to share
awareness and agricultural education at the same time.
THE IDEA. Sell pink cheese curds produced by a local dairy and
creamery during the school’s annual volleyball “pink game”
which happens on National Cheese Curd Day to help bolster
additional funds for Breast Cancer Awareness and Research.
THE RESULT. More than 175 people attended the match and
the chapter sold 97 orders of cheese curds.

AGRI 'CULTURAL' FAIR

Ridgemont FFA, OH

THE NEED. Improve the limited understanding of international
ag and the importance of global perspectives within the

STRENGTHENING AGRICULTURE

CURDS FOR A CURE

Sweet Springs FFA, MO

community.
THE IDEA. Host an Agri ‘Cultural’ Fair. Create a passport to allow
attendees to travel to 11 countries, experiencing the food, games,
music, crafts, commodities, artwork, even VR tours of that
country and the agricultural backbone that supports each.
THE RESULT. With the support of four international agricultural
specialists, 15 members hosted 97 percent of the kindergarten
FFA.org/participate/awards/national-chapter

through eighth-grade students, inviting them to explore the
diversity of agriculture through a new, global lens.

TEACH THE TEACHERS TO WELD

Lanier-Austin FFA, TX

THE NEED. Impressed with projects from the agriculture
mechanics class, Lanier High School teachers desired
professional development in welding skills.
THE IDEA. Use the campus-wide District of Innovation
professional development day to teach interested staff to weld
by “flipping the script” and allowing the Agriculture Mechanics
students to teach the teachers shop safety and gas metal arc
welding, with top welders receiving prizes.
THE RESULT. In addition to attracting more than 15 teachers,
those staff learned more about what students do in the classes,
developing skills and appreciation at the same time.
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GET WORKING

by developing your POA
IT’S TIME TO DEVELOP YOUR POA.

After committees are organized and chairperson(s) and members are selected, the POA can be developed.
Several forms can aid in the development of the POA, making it easier to:

n Write the rough draft out by hand.
n Present the plan to the chapter for approval or amendment.
n Prepare the POA for distribution.
STEPS FOR APPROVAL.
To gain approval, the committee chairperson presents a summary report of the completed POA Form 1 to the
membership and shares their ideas for the planned activities. This should include goals, completion dates and
budget information. Following the presentation, the chairperson moves for acceptance of the report. After a second
to the motion, the chairperson and/or committee members may respond to questions or suggestions based on the
summary report they presented.

FFA.org/participate/awards/national-chapter

Once the motion is made, chapter membership can respond in three ways.

n Approve the motion as presented.
n Approve the motion with amendments.
n Reject the motion and return it to the committee for revision.
If the plan is rejected, the committee goes back to the drawing board to identify why and discuss how to make
changes that will better align with chapter membership. Upon agreement, the committee will rewrite POA
Form 1 and present it to the chapter again. Once the chapter membership approves all committee reports,
the chapter vice president presents the activities to the school administration for approval.

1 2 3 4 5

Present
the Report

Make the
Motion

Second
the Motion

Discuss

Approved
with
Amendments

Approved!

Vote on
the Motion
Rejected &
Returned to
Committee

STEP 2: DEVELOP
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COMPLETING POA FORM 1A.
As each committee meets to

form one: committee activities

discuss the event ideas that relate

COMMITTEE: Chapter Recruitment

to its purpose, members should

COMMITTEE CHAIRPERSON(S): Johnny Smith

complete POA Form 1 as they

COMMITTEE MEMBERS: Johnny Smith, Sally Sunshine, Morgan Tucker, Chuck Barstow

progress toward finalizing their

ACTIVITY

proposed activities for the year.

TITLE:

GO TO FORM 1A

PRIMARY ACTIONS

FFA Week

TARGET COMPLETION DATE:

February 25

ESTIMATED INCOME:

$250

ESTIMATED EXPENSES:

$30

CHAPTER ACTION:

Approved

1. Present a brief radio program.
2. Prepare feature article for news.
3. Members wear official dress on designated day.

ACTIVITY

FFA.org/participate/awards/national-chapter

TITLE:

PRIMARY ACTIONS

Chapter Newsletter

1. Publish and distribute a monthly newsletter.

TARGET COMPLETION DATE:

10th of each month

ESTIMATED INCOME:

$0

ESTIMATED EXPENSES:

$60

CHAPTER ACTION:

Approved

ACTIVITY

PROGRAM OF
ACTIVITIES

TITLE:

PRIMARY ACTIONS

New Member Picnic

PROGRAM OF ACTIVITIES 2019
TARGET COMPLETION DATE:

1. Prepare and distribute flyers about the event.
2. Members bring a side dish to share.
3. Purchase and prepare main dish.
4. Secure yard games and other outdoor activities to play.

September 15

ESTIMATED INCOME:

$0

ESTIMATED EXPENSES:

$500

CHAPTER ACTION:

Approved

ACTIVITY

PRIMARY ACTIONS

TITLE:
TARGET COMPLETION DATE:

form one: committee summary
GROWING
LEADERS
LEADERSHIP COMMITTEE

Activities:
Eaglets Buddy Program, Town Council Meeting

HEALTHY LIFESTYLE COMMITTEE

ESTIMATED INCOME:
ESTIMATED EXPENSES:
CHAPTER ACTION:

ENVIRONMENTAL COMMITTEE

STRENGTHENING
AGRICULTURE

FORM 1A COMMITTEE ACTIVITIES

SUPPORT GROUP COMMITTEE

Chair: Samantha Cole

Chair:

Activities:

Activities:

Earth Day Celebration, Tree Planting Challenge

HUMAN RESOURCES COMMITTEE

CHAPTER RECRUITMENT COMMITTEE

Chair: James Michael

Chair:

Chair: Johnny Smith

Activities:

Activities:

Activities:

Little Eagles Couch to 5K, Sweating with the
Owls, Lunch and Learn Series

FFA Week, Chapter Newsletter, New Member
Picnic

SCHOLARSHIP COMMITTEE

FFA.org/participate/awards/national-chapter
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Chair: Marissa Downs

BUILDING
COMMUNITIES

CITIZENSHIP COMMITTEE

SAFETY COMMITTEE

COMPLETING POA FORM 1B.
POA Form 1B is a culmination
of all committee POA Forms 1A.
This summary form will provide

Chair:

Chair: Jason Cartlow

Chair:

a calendar of events the chapter

Activities:

Activities:

Activities:

will follow in the year ahead.

PERSONAL GROWTH COMMITTEE

STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT COMM.

Chair: Rebecca Rans

Chair:

Activities:

Activities:

Midday Mindfulness, Stress Buster Strategies,
Fireside Chats

CAREER SUCCESS COMMITTEE

AG ADVOCACY COMMITTEE
Chair: Paul McDougall
Activities:
FFA Week Education Series, Local Channel 19
Interview, All School Address

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT COMMITTEE

AG LITERACY COMMITTEE

Chair:

Chair:

Chair:

Activities:

Activities:

Activities:

GET WORKING

PROGRAM OF
ACTIVITIES
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FORM 1B COMMITTEE SUMMARY

STEP 2: DEVELOP

GO TO FORM 1B
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Once approved by chapter membership and school administration, it’s time to edit and prepare the final copy of the
chapter POA. To do this, the chapter has three options:

OPTION 1
STANDING COMMITTEES. Members of each standing committee can complete POA Form 1 sheets for the division.
This is a great way for committee chairperson(s) and committee members to be most familiar with the plans for
the year ahead and spreads the workload among many members.

OPTION 2

GET WORKING

PREPARING THE FINAL COPY OF THE POA.

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE. Because the vice president is in charge of committee work, he/she can finish the POA
with the help of other executive committee members. This option allows the executive committee to become
familiar with all plans for the coming year.

OPTION 3
APPOINT A SPECIAL COMMITTEE. The chapter president can also appoint a special committee to finish the POA.
The benefit of this option is that it gets more members involved in the overall development of the POA. It also
offers an opportunity to take advantage of members’ skill sets.
34

WHAT GOES IN THE CHAPTER HANDBOOK AND POA?
The POA includes POA Form 1 sheets and a calendar of events. The chapter handbook includes the POA as well as a
number of other items. The executive committee decides what content to include in the chapter handbook and that
content will vary among chapters. Typically, chapters include items they believe every member should have and the

FFA.org/participate/awards/national-chapter

committee overseeing the final POA and chapter handbook will collect and arrange the items to share.

IN THE POA

IN THE CHAPTER HANDBOOK

n POA Form 1 sheets for each committee.
n A calendar of major events for the coming year.
1. DO. Include any activities involving a
large number of members, events that
are interesting to the public and activities
requiring outside approval such as chapter
meetings, district CDEs and LDEs and
national FFA week.
2. DO NOT. Include committee meetings or
routine items such as executive meetings
or CDE and LDE practices.

n Table of contents.
n Message from the chapter president.
n List of officers and members.
n Chapter budget.
n Chapter Program of Activities (POA).
n Award program point system.
n Chapter constitution and bylaws.
n Chapter history, including State and American
FFA degree recipients, state and national
officers, honorary members and outstanding
award winners.

STEP 2: DEVELOP

GET
MOVING
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GET MOVING

by putting your plan into action
IT’S TIME TO PUT YOUR

PROGRAM OF
ACTIVITIES
PROGRAM OF ACTIVITIES 2019

POA INTO ACTION!
Once the POA is developed and
approved by members, the next
step is for committee members
to plan each activity using POA
Form 2. What steps are necessary

form two: activity planner

to achieve the goals approved by
members? The committee should

ACTIVITY TITLE: FFA Week

COMMITTEE: Chapter Recruitment

complete a POA Form 2 sheet

PILLAR TARGETED: Strengthening Agriculture

RESPONSIBLE MEMBERS: Sally Sunshine, Morgan Tucker

NQCS TARGETED: Chapter Recruitment

for each approved activity. Large

ACTION

committees may assign activities
to smaller groups of members or

STEPS WITH TARGET DATES

1. Present a brief radio
program.

subcommittees. If the committee is
small, all members can develop the
POA Form 2 sheet for each activity.

2. Prepare feature article for
news.

COMPLETING POA FORM 2.

$ 0.00
EXPENSES

INCOME
Estimate:
Actual:

$ 0.00
INCOME
Estimate:

$ 250.00
Actual:

$ 220.00
INCOME
Estimate:

Form 1 used for initial planning.

Actual:

Actual:

sample draft. All forms are available
in the Appendix.

GO TO FORM 2

FFA.org/participate/awards/national-chapter

Estimate:

parts of POA Form 2. See right for a

EXPENSES

INCOME

Estimate:

Estimate:

Actual:

Actual:

EXPENSES

INCOME

Estimate:

Estimate:

Actual:

Actual:

EXPENSES

RESULTS / NOTES
Date Set: February 20

$ 0.00

This form is similar to the POA
Use POA Form 1 to fill out some
FFA.org/participate/awards/national-chapter

FINANCIAL

EXPENSES
Oct. 15: Discuss steps with manager of station.
Jan. 15: Select three members to present the program.
Estimate:
Jan. 25: Develop script using National FFA materials.
$ 0.00
Feb. 02: Review plans with radio manager and set recording
Actual:
date.
$ 0.00
Feb. 08: Revise script as needed.
Feb. 15: Practice!
EXPENSES
Nov. 01: Discuss plans with editor.
Jan. 10: Sell ads to local businesses.
Estimate:
Jan. 25: Write articles using National FFA Week materials.
$ 0.00
Feb. 01: Take pictures and prepare captions.
Actual:
Feb. 15: Submit materials to editor.

INCOME

Estimate:

Estimate:

Actual:

Actual:

FORM 2 ACTIVITY PLANNER

COMMITTEE TIMELINES.
A timeline that includes a complete list of target dates for all committees will ensure all items are accomplished on
time. This will also promote collaboration between committees. It can be arranged by committees or by months.
With either method, start by listing each event with target dates in the first month of the chapter’s year.

STEP 3: DO
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STRENGTHENING AGRICULTURE: SAFETY COMMITTEE
MONTH

DAY

EVENT

SEPTEMBER

15

Set date for ATV safety event.

1

Schedule facility for ATV safety event.

15

Discuss plans for ATV safety event with FFA Alumni & Supporters.

1

Brainstorm potential partner organizations for texting and driving campaign.

15

Post job sign-up for ATV safety event.

15

Contact principal to schedule texting and driving school assembly.

OCTOBER

NOVEMBER
DECEMBER

GET MOVING

Committee-Based Timeline Method. Timelines can be organized by committee, as shown below.

Month-Based Timeline Method. Timelines can also be organized by month.

FFA.org/participate/awards/national-chapter

SEPTEMBER
DATE

DIVISION

COMMITTEE

EVENT

1

GROWING
LEADERS

Leadership

Promote public speaking LDEs to
generate member interest.

15

STRENGTHENING
AGRICULTURE

Safety

Set date for ATV safety event.

18

GROWING
LEADERS

Healthy Lifestyle

Conduct member interest survey.

25

STRENGTHENING
AGRICULTURE

Support Group

Set up a meeting with the president of the
Alumni & Supporters chapter to discuss BBQ Bash.

25

BUILDING
COMMUNITIES

Human Resources

Decorate boxes for Toys for Tots event in December.

MAKING THE POA WORK.
When planning is finished, smooth delivery is key. Successful chapters:

n Give every member a copy of the POA and/or

STOP!

chapter handbook.

n

Give a copy of the POA to support groups
and stakeholders.

Don't push that button! Before sharing
the POA, make sure the final version:

n Give each committee a copy of the national
chapter award application.

n

n Hold regularly scheduled committee meetings.
n Report committees’ actions to the executive committee.
n Report committee’s actions to the chapter membership at
chapter meetings.

Has correct grammar, spelling,
punctuation and sentence
structure.

n
n

Involves all chapter members.
Is organized well and is easy
to understand.

n Evaluate each activity.
STEP 3: DO
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GET THINKING

about your impacts and successes
WELL, HOW DID YOU DO?
Plans are useless without implementation. The POA is a tool used to help the chapter meet members’ needs and
interests. Reflecting on the POA involves looking at each activity after implementation and deciding if the event was
successful in completing its goals.
Reflection is an ongoing process. A well-planned and well-implemented POA will grow leaders, build the community
and strengthen agriculture. To save time and effort, the POA should be reviewed and reflected upon regularly.
QUESTIONS FOR REFLECTION.

FFA.org/participate/awards/national-chapter

Grab all completed activity results forms (POA Form 2). Use POA Forms 3 and 4 to guide reflection and evaluation.

n Was the activity based on a quality standard?
n Did all members take part in and benefit from the activity?
n What percent of the members participated?
n Were the estimated costs correct?
n Were all goals achieved?
n Was it an integral part of the agriculture program?
n What changes would improve this activity?
n How could we encourage greater involvement?
n Should the activity continue in the future?
NOTES.

STEP 4: REFLECT
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COMPLETING POA FORM 3.
Each committee may use POA
Form 3 to summarize actions.

form three: chapter meeting report notes

This will assist the committee in

MEETING DATE: September 1

MEMBERS PRESENT: Johnny Smith,

preparing a report for the officers

PILLAR TARGETED: Strengthening Agriculture

Sally Sunshine, Morgan Tucker, Chuck Barstow

NQCS TARGETED: Chapter Recruitment

and the chapter members. This

MEMBERS ABSENT:

also serves as a good reference for

COMMITTEE: Chapter Recruitment

FFA.org/participate/awards/national-chapter

ACTION(S) TAKEN

next year’s committee. See left for a

COMMITTEE MEMBER(S) RESPONSIBLE

sample draft. All forms are available
in the Appendix.

Make assignments for activities

Chair, members

FFA Week

Sally, Morgan

Chapter Newsletter

Johnny, Chuck

New Member Picnic

Johnny, Sally, Morgan, Chuck

GO TO FORM 3

COMMENTS:

Discussed plans for activities during upcoming year. Decided to share the responsibility for the activities. Each member
expressed preference for activities. Decided to meet the first Monday of each month and more if needed.

PROGRAM OF
ACTIVITIES
PROGRAM OF ACTIVITIES 2019
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24
formAugust
four:
activity
breakdown
Date

SUBMITTED BY: Johnny Smith
Committee Chairperson

ACTIVITY TITLE: FFA Week

COMMITTEE: Chapter Recruitment

PILLAR TARGETED: Strengthening Agriculture

COMPLETION DATE: February 24

FORM 3 CHAPTER MEETING REPORT NOTES

NQCS TARGETED: Chapter Recruitment

FINANCIAL IMPACT
EXPENSES

INCOME

ESTIMATED:

$30

ESTIMATED:

$250

COMPLETING POA FORM 4.

ACTUAL:

$17.65

ACTUAL:

$200

After each activity is implemented,

VARIANCE:

$12.35

VARIANCE:

($50)

committee members should reflect

ACCOMPLISHMENTS:

on accomplishments and make

1. Chapter had a three-minute program on the radio on Monday during National FFA Week, reach for that evening was
2,340 (Source: WTTS 94.3 Springfield). (February 23)

recommendations for the future.

2. A four-page supplement to the local newspaper was published featuring chapter activities and members, reach for that
issue of the paper was 4,500 (Source: Springfield Times). (February 25)

The committee may use POA Form
4 for this purpose. The committee
chairperson may use the form as a
report for the chapter. See right for a
sample draft. All forms are available
in the Appendix.

GO TO FORM 4

FFA.org/participate/awards/national-chapter
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GET THINKING
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RECOMMENDATIONS:

1. Start working on the script for the radio program as soon as materials are shared by National FFA.
2. Supplies for the feature article project were lower than expected. Rather than budgeting $30, we suggest budgeting $20
next time.
3. Pictures need to be taken for the feature stories throughout the year.
4. Capture quality pictures of the on-air broadcast for awards submission.

SUBMITTED BY: Johnny Smith

March 1
Committee Chairperson
FORM 4 ACTIVITY BREAKDOWN

STEP 4: REFLECT

Date

GET
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GET RECOGNIZED

through state and national acclaim
WE CAN WIN A NATIONAL CHAPTER AWARD?
Yes! To qualify for a national award, chapters must receive a gold ranking at state level. A state’s top 10 percent of (or at
least three) gold-ranked chapters are eligible to compete at the national level. For more information, head to FFA.org.
National-level judging is held in the summer and each competing chapter receives a rating (one-, two-, or three-star).
While these scores do NOT carry forward, chapters that receive three-star ratings are eligible to compete for National
Chapter Awards. In total, 45 finalists are selected to present and interview during the National FFA Convention & Expo.
STATE-LEVEL AWARDS

State
Bronze
State
Superior
Chapter
Award

NATIONAL-LEVEL AWARDS

State
Gold
State
Silver

Model of
Excellence

National
1-Star
National
3-Star
Premier
Chapter

National
2-Star

FFA.org/participate/awards/national-chapter

Growing
Leaders

Building
Communities

Middle
School

High
School

Strengthening
Agriculture

PREMIER
CHAPTERS

MODELS OF
EXCELLENCE

Chapters compete for Premier Chapter in each of
the three pillars at the National FFA Convention
& Expo. For these awards, judges are looking at
individual activities within each of the pillars that
are unique, successfully and measurably meet a
community need or objective, or are otherwise a
step above the ordinary. Ten finalists are selected
in each pillar (30 total finalists) to compete
at convention. The winning chapter for each
division is announced during the second session
and receives an additional plaque.

The Model of Excellence is awarded annually to
one high school and one middle school chapter at
the National FFA Convention & Expo. High school
and middle school chapters compete separately,
but both are judged on their overall application
score and the activities from the POA that they
planned and executed in all three divisions. Ten
high school chapters and five middle school
chapters are selected as finalists to compete
at convention. Each finalist is recognized, and
the winning chapter for each—high school and
middle school—is announced during the second
session, receiving additional recognition.

APPLYING FOR NATIONAL CHAPTER AWARDS
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You have created a great LTS plan...

Now What?

Living to Serve funding opportunities to help launch your chapter’s service event!
DAY OF SERVICE MINI-GRANT
Your chapter can apply for a grant of up to $400 to support a one-time community
service event — maybe your LTS plan! Applications are due on the first day of every
month. To apply, check out FFA.org/LivingToServe.

IDEAS TO GET YOU STARTED

Community Safety

NEED: Natural Disaster Preparedness
DAY OF SERVICE EVENT: Work with families
to develop severe weather safety plans.

Environmental Responsibility
NEED: Increasing Landfill Usage
DAY OF SERVICE EVENT: Hold a community-wide
electronics recycling collection day.

Hunger, Health and Nutrition
NEED: Chronic Illness
DAY OF SERVICE EVENT: Host a health fair to

help community members test for illness risk factors
such as diabetes and heart disease.

Community Engagement

NEED: Neighborhood Improvement
DAY OF SERVICE EVENT: Identify senior citizens

who need help with their home and yard maintenance.

You have created a great
Check out FFA.org/LivingToServe
for plan...Now
more grant opportunities.
LTS
WHAT?

Tomorrow looks promising
Sustainability through innovation,
it’s a lot to smile about

How do you see beyond the horizon while tending to the path that will take
you there?
By leading.
John Deere’s ever-expanding focus on technology has allowed us to deliver
tomorrow’s solutions today, giving our customers – and our planet – the
necessary answers to meet the demands of a growing population.
But we can’t go it alone.
That’s why we support FFA, the next generation of problem-solvers and
caregivers, something we’ve been doing for more than 75 years.
FFA creates leaders, doers, and stewards of the land.
We like that. A lot.

PROGRAM OF ACTIVITIES 2019

POA APPENDIX

POA
APPENDIX

with forms to guide your experience

“Otse-Grow is an amazing opportunity for our chapter to give back to
families in our community that face food insecurity daily while also
teaching our members valuable skills in plant production.”
TREY BATTIN,
OTSEGO FFA PRESIDENT

FFA.org/participate/awards/national-chapter
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Otsego FFA’s Otse-Grow garden
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form one: committee activities

COMMITTEE:
COMMITTEE CHAIRPERSON(S):
COMMITTEE MEMBERS:

ACTIVITY

PRIMARY ACTIONS

TITLE:
TARGET COMPLETION DATE:
ESTIMATED INCOME:
ESTIMATED EXPENSES:
CHAPTER ACTION:

ACTIVITY

PRIMARY ACTIONS

TITLE:
TARGET COMPLETION DATE:
ESTIMATED INCOME:

FFA.org/participate/awards/national-chapter

ESTIMATED EXPENSES:
CHAPTER ACTION:

ACTIVITY

PRIMARY ACTIONS

TITLE:
TARGET COMPLETION DATE:
ESTIMATED INCOME:
ESTIMATED EXPENSES:
CHAPTER ACTION:

ACTIVITY

PRIMARY ACTIONS

TITLE:
TARGET COMPLETION DATE:
ESTIMATED INCOME:
ESTIMATED EXPENSES:
CHAPTER ACTION:
FORM 1A COMMITTEE ACTIVITIES

PROGRAM OF
ACTIVITIES
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form one: committee summary
GROWING
LEADERS

BUILDING
COMMUNITIES

STRENGTHENING
AGRICULTURE

LEADERSHIP COMMITTEE

ENVIRONMENTAL COMMITTEE

SUPPORT GROUP COMMITTEE

Chair:

Chair:

Chair:

Activities:

Activities:

Activities:

HEALTHY LIFESTYLE COMMITTEE

HUMAN RESOURCES COMMITTEE

Chair:

Chair:

Chair:

Activities:

Activities:

Activities:

SCHOLARSHIP COMMITTEE

FFA.org/participate/awards/national-chapter

CHAPTER RECRUITMENT COMMITTEE

CITIZENSHIP COMMITTEE

SAFETY COMMITTEE

Chair:

Chair:

Chair:

Activities:

Activities:

Activities:

PERSONAL GROWTH COMMITTEE

STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT COMM.

AG ADVOCACY COMMITTEE

Chair:

Chair:

Chair:

Activities:

Activities:

Activities:

CAREER SUCCESS COMMITTEE

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT COMMITTEE

AG LITERACY COMMITTEE

Chair:

Chair:

Chair:

Activities:

Activities:

Activities:

FORM 1B COMMITTEE SUMMARY

PROGRAM OF
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form two: activity planner

ACTIVITY TITLE:

COMMITTEE:

PILLAR TARGETED:

RESPONSIBLE MEMBERS:

NQCS TARGETED:

ACTION

STEPS WITH TARGET DATES

FINANCIAL
EXPENSES
Estimate:

Estimate:

Actual:

Actual:

EXPENSES

FFA.org/participate/awards/national-chapter

INCOME

Estimate:

Estimate:

Actual:

Actual:

EXPENSES

INCOME

Estimate:

Estimate:

Actual:

Actual:

EXPENSES

INCOME

Estimate:

Estimate:

Actual:

Actual:

EXPENSES

INCOME

Estimate:

Estimate:

Actual:

Actual:

EXPENSES

FORM 2 ACTIVITY PLANNER

INCOME

INCOME

Estimate:

Estimate:

Actual:

Actual:

RESULTS / NOTES

PROGRAM OF
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form three: chapter meeting report notes
MEMBERS PRESENT:

MEETING DATE:
PILLAR TARGETED:

MEMBERS ABSENT:

NQCS TARGETED:
COMMITTEE:

FFA.org/participate/awards/national-chapter

ACTION(S) TAKEN

COMMITTEE MEMBER(S) RESPONSIBLE

COMMENTS:

SUBMITTED BY:
Committee Chairperson
FORM 3 CHAPTER MEETING REPORT NOTES

Date

PROGRAM OF
ACTIVITIES
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form four: activity breakdown

ACTIVITY TITLE:

COMMITTEE:

PILLAR TARGETED:

COMPLETION DATE:

NQCS TARGETED:

FINANCIAL IMPACT
EXPENSES

INCOME

ESTIMATED:

ESTIMATED:

ACTUAL:

ACTUAL:

VARIANCE:

VARIANCE:

FFA.org/participate/awards/national-chapter

ACCOMPLISHMENTS:

RECOMMENDATIONS:

SUBMITTED BY:
Committee Chairperson
FORM 4 ACTIVITY BREAKDOWN

Date

